
SEND 2018/19 
 

 St. Luke’s currently has 29 (15%) pupils on the SEND Register 
 21 of these have communication and interaction difficulties 
 4 have been diagnosed with Autistic Spectrum Disorder 
 3 receive High Needs Funding 
 

Profile 

Inclusion Team: 
Miss Phillip – Family Support Worker 
Mr Durrant – Learning Mentor 
Mrs M’Bick – SEND TA 
Ms Regan – SEND TA 
Ms Mehmood  - Reading Support TA 
Mr Scott – Reading Support Teacher/SLT 
Miss Rowe – EYFS/KS1  
Miss Norcross – Inclusion/SLT 
Mr Wilson – SEND Governor 



Developments 

• Our procedures and record keeping systems have been redesigned 
to meet the requirements of the new Code of Practice and were 
validated by LBN SEND Dept. (2017) and Inclusion Quality Mark 
inspection (2017) 

• Recently the school introduced new bench marked interventions 
for KS1/2 reading and maths 

• We have also invested heavily in practical maths equipment for 
each class as a part of our transition to a concrete/ pictorial/ 
abstract approach to Maths 

• In addition the school has focused on developing the provision for 
children with ASD 
 

• This academic year the school is focussing on enhancing the quality 
of intervention in Yrs. 4, 5 and 6 with the aim of improving 
outcomes in KS2 

Recent Developments 
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Systems 

Early identification of concerns (ROC) 
Clear assessment 
Entry onto the register 
Provision of interventions  
Consistent tracking 
Exit from register if appropriate 



Phonics  and Reading 
KS1/2 

2017 Increases in Reading Age 

Yr3 Yr4 Yr5 

1 +10 +12 +19 

2 +27 +23 +29 

3 +7 +9 +32 

4 +27 +5 +27 

5 +25 +21 +10 

6 +28 +9 +22 

7 +10 +17 

8 +0 

The use of the new reading schemes meant  
that most of the pupils involved in the reading  
intervention made more than two months progress  
for each month of input 

Structured phonics teaching and teacher led 
interventions have resulted in over 90% of our pupils 
passing the KS1 Phonics Screening Test for the last 
three years – consistently above national pass rates 



Maths 
KS1/2 

The school has recently 
purchased new practical 
equipment to facilitate 
Maths learning  

We are now using PUMA as a base line 
test to determine progress. 
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Speaking & Listening, Writing 
& Emotional Regulation  

Recently introduced 
interventions! 
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Multi–Agency Involvement  

As a school we work closely with other agencies, to benefit 
both children and staff 
 
Language Communication and Interaction Service (LCIS) 
Speech and Language Therapist  
Educational Psychologist  
Behavioural Support Service  
CAMHS (Children & Adolescent Mental Health) 
Early Help 
 
One of the highlights for our children last year  
was the Social Games Group led by LCIS 
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Transition 
“Pupils enjoy the interventions. The ease of 
communication between the class teachers, 
TA’s and intervention leaders is excellent and a 
key success factor. Many of the skills are 
beginning to transfer into their class work.” 
 
Y1 Teacher 
  



Voice Pupil Voice: 
Pupils expressed that they enjoyed their additional lessons and that 
the work they do in those lessons helps them in the classroom. They 
felt the lessons were fun and enjoyable and that their teachers were 
very helpful.  
  
Parent Voice: 
“I am pleased with all the support: I hope this continues throughout 
his education to help improve and develop his educational skills. 
Thank you.” 
“I am very grateful for the early hour 1 - 2 - 1 that the school is 
providing for my child. I feel that it has helped him a lot. I thank the 
teachers for the great effort shown towards my child.” 
  
Governors Voice: 
During the course of a Learning Walk to observe the pupils levels of 
engagement and enjoyment in the interventions, the Governors noted 
that there was great enthusiasm and good use of resources.  



External Ratification 

Provision for intervention / SEND groups 
The provision for pupils with SEND pupils is well focused, stimulating and is addressing 
their needs. Provision is personalised and sometimes delivered in groups. Staff are 
skilful in their engagement with pupils and the inclusion leader provides good 
monitoring and direction. As a result, pupils in social groups are learning how to 
regulate their behaviour with others; records show that SEND pupils make progress in 
key skills and they enjoy learning and develop their self-confidence.  
Independent Teaching and Learning Review – Stephen Noon 2018 
 

Summary of advice and recommendations 
The school uses a cycle of assessment intervention and review 
(assess, plan, do, review), which ensures that children’s needs are 
investigated and understood and that interventions are matched to 
need.  
Newham SEND Advisory Teacher - Summer 2017 

Staff and parents at this school are happy.  It is a small school where everyone knows everyone.  
Many report feeling like there is a feeling of family.  Staff care about pupils with one teaching 
assistant telling me, “We want to build resilience with all children – we want to prepare them for 
life.”  The schools approach to meeting special educational needs is tailored; the highest incidence 
need at the school is speech, language and communication and this has been responded to through 
the investment in and implementation of high quality interventions in this area.  The SENCO has 
excellent relationships with parents and parents are grateful that “she identifies things quickly.”  
St. Luke’s should “consider applying to become an IQM Centre of Excellence.” 
IQM Award – 26th July 2017 

 


